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Making use of   S  P  A   C   E     via    SHAPES  
 

“Design, or composition, is basically the arrangement of shapes” 
Design Basics 

Elements: 
What is Shape? An enclosed area, distinguishable by an enclosed line or color 

change or value change 
 
Biomorphic Shape- organic, unnamable shaped areas, abstract … can lead to create 

curvilinear forms/shapes, whose outer contours are usually ambiguous. Usually 
they are found in and inspired by nature. 

 
Geometric Shape- rigid, namable shapes: square, triangle, rhombus, circle etc., found 

in geometry, non-objective “pure” forms … can lead to create rectilinear 
forms/shapes, namable shapes containing planes 

 
 What is Space? The area existing outside shapes within a composition, but also 

can describe the voids or areas within and the shapes themselves. 
 
Negative Space- space surrounding shapes, also called “ground,” as in the 

background surrounding a figure. *This does not always refer to the white of 
the paper or canvas…and sometimes it can flip-flop into a seemingly positive 
space… 

 
Positive Space- the shape itself, the positive element, also called “figure” 
 
What is Volume? In 3-dimensional art, this refers the amount of physical, actual 

space an object absorbs. In 2-dimensionl art, there is only the illusion of 
volume created via value gradation, color application, layering etc. 

 
Value varying degrees of lightness and darkness 
	  

	  

	  

DUE next class: 
• Project #2  
• Sketchbook Entry 3 
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Project #2: Master Textures 
Recontextualizing	  a	  “Master”	  Image	  .	  .	  .	  for	  the	  sake	  of	  Gestalt!	  

      
Sandro Botticelli, Birth of Venus 1475    Student Response Project #2 

 
You received your art historical image and researched the history of the artist and 

artwork. You’ve begun the simplification process by reducing representational 
imagery into simple shapes. You’ve identified value relationships. Finally, I want to 

you to PAY ATTENTION TO: focal point, areas of movement, and Gestalt! 
 

After transferring basic shapes composition into sketchbook, peruse your collected 
textures/patterns and value scale to see which ones resonate with original art 
historical image. Start to play with inserting corresponding textures and value 

relationships. Be sensitive to letting the textures E V O L V E . . . 
and values  S  h   I  F  t     within a singular shape and throughout design. 

 
Don’t be beholden to every detailed moment in the original image – push yourself 

to take risks! Leap into new directions with your own design choices. Your final 
design should be a unified composition of multi-valued textures/patterns. Consider 
visual pathways, a bridge from one texture to the next. Pick a path… watch where 

the one texture leads you to another texture. Lead us on a visual journey. 
 
 

REQUIREMENTS 
11 x 14” Bristol Paper 

5 Textures minimum (incl pattern) 
5 Values minimum 

2 types Gestalt 
Black artist pen-marker and/OR ink & pen-brush 

 
 


